DEAR COLLEAGUES AND FRIENDS,

On behalf of the Program and Organizing Committee we would like to extend our warmest invitation to the next International Sándor Ferenczi Conference, Faces of Trauma, to be held in Budapest, from May 31 to June 3, 2012.

The Hungarian psychoanalyst, Sándor Ferenczi, caused a paradigm shift in trauma theory in 1932, when he presented his seminal confusion of tongues concept. Since then a great body of clinical experience has accumulated and a number of new approaches and theoretical concepts have emerged both in clinical studies and research of psychic trauma. Our scientific meeting focuses on clinical studies, theoretical approaches, historical and academic research, eighty years after Ferenczi’s Confusion of Tongues.

THE MAIN TOPICS OF THE CONFERENCE

• Trauma at individual, family/group and societal levels
• Trauma related processes and concepts such as: trauma, traumatization, and their aftereffects, trauma related psychic processes, posttraumatic progression/growth, cumulative trauma, war trauma, resilience and depletion, threatened identities and transgenerational processes
• Controversies regarding the use of trauma concept
• Healing possibilities in the therapeutic situation
• Traumatization during the treatment – avoidable or unavoidable. Enactment, retraumatization and managing transference/countertransference issues in the therapeutic situation
• Links between neuroscientific research and psychoanalysis

The conference is organized by the Sándor Ferenczi Society and the International Ferenczi Foundation in collaboration with the Hungarian Psychoanalytical Society and the Ferenczi Network: Associazione Culturale Sándor Ferenczi (Italy), Association Cultural S. Ferenczi (Argentina), Maison Ferenczi (France), Imago International (London), Ferenczi Center, New School for Social Research (New York), in cooperation with Società Psicoanalitica Italiana, Asociación Psicoanalítica de Madrid, International Federation of Psychoanalytic Societies.

The first international Sándor Ferenczi Conference was held in Budapest in 1993, and then, every three years it has been organized in a different city – Baden-Baden, Buenos Aires, Budapest, Florence, London, Madrid, New York, Paris, São Paulo, Tel Aviv and Turin, just to name the main meetings.
These conferences, extending over two decades, have nourished the development of the Ferenczi Network, the source of serious scientific work and results. We are confident that the 2012 Budapest meeting will also enrich our scientific work and friendly collaborations. In fact, our First Announcement generated an unexpectedly large response and interest in this event. We happily obliged and switched to a conveniently located larger event site and extended the conference by one day.

One of the most tangible results of the ongoing international cooperation was the purchase of Ferenczi’s original office in his beloved villa, which became the site of the International Ferenczi Center and Archives in 2011. The complete list of the donors whose generosity made this project possible, is found on the last page of this Program. It is our great pleasure that one of the conference events will take place in the garden of the Ferenczi House.

The opening ceremony of the conference will be held in the main building of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, the historic site of the Fifth Congress of the International Psychoanalytical Association in 1918, and the 1987 Hungarian international psychoanalytic conference, the first after WWII.

An exciting social program, including a festive opening, a gala reception and a closing event will accompany our rich scientific program.

Please join us in Budapest for what promises to be a very stimulating meeting.
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The Provisional Program of the International Ferenczi Conference: FACES OF TRAUMA


17.00-20.00  Opening Ceremony at the Main Building of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences
17.00-17.40  Opening Speeches
17.40-18.30  André HAYNAL - Traumatism - revisited
18.30-19.20  Csaba PLEH - The new trends in ‘neuropsychoanalysis’ & their limitations
19.20-19.40  Discussion
19.40-20.00  Welcome drink

FRIDAY, JUNE 1, 2012  CONFERENCE VENUE: HILTON BUDAPEST WESTEND (H-1062 BUDAPEST, VÁCI ÚT 1-3.)

09.00-09.30  Franco BORGOGNO - Elasticity of Technique: The Psychoanalytic Project & Sándor Ferenczi’s Journey
09.30-09.40  Discussion
09.40-10.10  Jay FRANKEL - Psychological enslavement revealed through the concept of identification with the aggressor
10.10-10.20  Discussion
10.20-10.50  Peter HOFFER - Of shadows & realities in psychoanalysis: a historical commentary on Ferenczi’s conception of trauma
10.50-11.00  Discussion
11.00-11.30  Carlo BONOMI - Ferenczi’s influence on Freud revisited
12.00-12.10  Lewis KIRSHNER - 'The “finer mechanism of psychic trauma & its relation to psychosis” (Ferenczi, 1930): the role of the Other
12.10-12.20  Break
12.20-13.00  Csaba PLEH - The new trends in ‘neuropsychoanalysis’ & their limitations
13.00-13.10  Discussion
13.10-13.30  Lunch break
13.30-14.15  Judith MÉSZÁROS: Ferenczi’s paradigm shift in trauma theory, the “wise baby” phenomenon & resilience
14.35-15.00  Discussion
15.25-15.50  Discussion
15.50-16.00  Charles HANLY: Ferenczi on the importance of self-esteem
16.00-16.15  Discussion
16.15-16.30  Lunch break
16.30-17.15  Josette GARAON: Parenoia – A traumatic origin
17.15-17.30  Discussion
17.30-18.15  Etty COHEN: Getting into mud together: trauma, despair & mutual regression
18.15-18.30  Break
18.30-18.45  Opening Ceremonies: the opening of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences
18.45-18.50  Opening Speeches
18.50-19.00  André HAYNAL - Traumatism - revisited
19.00-19.15  Discussion
19.30-19.45  Discussion
19.45-19.55  Welcome drink
REGISTRATION

Registration is required for all conference participants. It is recommended to make the registration on-line or by using the Registration and Hotel Booking Form. If you pre-registered through our website please indicate “hotel reservation only” in order to avoid double charges. Please download the registration form from the conference website.

CME CREDITS


VISA REQUIREMENT

Hungary is part of the Schengen Area of 25 European countries. For non-Schengen EU, USA and Canadian citizens a valid passport is sufficient to enter Hungary. Citizens of other countries should check whether visa is needed for them when entering Hungary (for more information please visit the home page of the Ministry for Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Hungary, www.mfa.gov.hu). Please apply in due time for a visa if necessary and note that visa application takes 30-60 days and personal procedure is necessary.

Please find more information on the website: www.ferencziconference2012.com

INVITATION LETTER

An official invitation letter will be sent to participants who may need it to obtain visa or funding, etc. Please mark a request for an official letter of invitation on the registration form to assist you with your visa. The invitation does not constitute a commitment to provide any financial support for travelling and living expenses. The invitation letter will be sent upon receipt of the registration fee.

CEE: CENTRAL & EASTERN EUROPEAN COUNTRIES

Albania, Belarus, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Kosovo, Latvia, Lithuania, Macedonia, Moldova, Montenegro, Poland, Romania, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Ukraine
PAYMENT
All registration and accommodation costs are in Euros. Payments can be made via online registration, or by completing and sending the Registration and Hotel Reservation Form to the Conference Secretariat. Please visit the website (www.ferencziconference2012.com) for details.

Payment Via Bank Transfer

Account Holder’s name: Congressline Ltd.
IBAN number: HU19 10404027 50504851 52551011
Swift Code: OKHBHUHB
Banks name and address: K & H Bank Zrt. (H-1051 Budapest, Vigadó tér 1. Hungary)
Please indicate “Ferenczi 2012” and the name of the participant(s).

Payment Via Credit Card

VISA, EuroCard/MasterCard, American Express are accepted Card number with expiration date, card holder’s name, billing address of the card holder, CVC code (the last three digits on the back of the credit card where the signature is - only VISA and EC/MC) and signature of the cardholder are needed.

OPENING HOURS OF THE REGISTRATION DESK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thursday, May 31st, 2012</td>
<td>1600-2000</td>
<td>at the Hungarian Academy of Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday, June 1st, 2012</td>
<td>0800-1800</td>
<td>at Hilton Budapest Westend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday, June 2nd, 2012</td>
<td>0800-1800</td>
<td>at Hilton Budapest Westend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunday, June 3rd, 2012</td>
<td>0800-1200</td>
<td>at Hilton Budapest Westend</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MEALS
Tea, coffee and snacks will be available during breaks. Light conference buffet lunch will be available in the hotel restaurant for 22 Euro/meal.

CANCELLATION POLICY
All cancellations and changes must be sent to the Conference Secretariat (Congressline Ltd.) in writing. All refunds will be processed after the International Ferenczi Conference 2012. Please send your exact bank account details in the written cancellation.

Deadlines for Refunds of Registration Fees:

- 100% refund (minus 50 EUR administrative fee) in case of cancellation received before April 15th, 2012
- No refund in case of cancellation received after April 15th, 2012

HOTEL ACCOMMODATION
Conference Secretariat (Congressline Ltd.) is the official travel agent of the conference and handles hotel accommodation. Various hotels are offered in the neighborhood of the conference venue in different price categories. For details, map and reservation please visit the website (www.ferencziconference2012.com).

OPTIONAL PROGRAMS AND TOURS
For more information about optional programs and tours, see the conference website: www.ferencziconference2012.com
INSTITUTIONS

Associazione Culturale Sándor Ferenczi (Italy)

Association Européenne Nicolas Abraham et Maria Torok (Paris)

Balint Institute (Hamburg)

Centro Psicoanalitico Bologna – Società Psicoanalitica Italiana (Italy)

Centro di Psicoanalisi Romano – Società Psicoanalitica Italiana (Italy)

European Psychoanalytical Federation – Associated Members Seminar, 2008

HMH Holding Vagyonkezelő KFT (Hungary)

Hungarian Psychiatric Association – Magyar Pszichiátriai Társaság (Hungary)

Hungarian Psychoanalytical Society – Magyar Pszichoanalitikus Egyesület (Hungary)

Imago International (London)

Istituto Erich Fromm di Psicoanalisi Neofreudiana (Bologna)

Istituto di Specializzazione in Psicologia Psicoanalitica del Sé e Psicoanalisi Relazionale (I.S.I.P.Sé) (Italy)

Istituto di Psicoanalisi H.S. Sullivan, (Firenze)

Lélekben Otthon Könyvkiadó (Budapest)

Maison Ferenczi (Paris)

Psychiatric Clinic, University Lund (Germany)

Sándor Ferenczi Society – Ferenczi Sándor Egyesület (Hungary)

Scuola Psicologia Clinica, Università di Torino (Italy)

Sephira Kft. (Hungary)